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Terminology:

TRON

TRX (TRONIX)

TRC-20

Token

Transaction

Block

Energy

Bandwidth

Energy delegation

 is a decentralized blockchain platform focused on developing infrastructure  
for a decentralized internet. It provides developers with the ability to create and deploy 
decentralized applications (dApps) and smart contracts.




 is the main cryptocurrency of the TRON network. It is used to pay transaction 
fees, as well as for staking and participating in network governance.




 is a technical standard for tokens created on the TRON blockchain. It defines  
a set of rules that all tokens on the TRON platform must follow to ensure compatibility.



A  is a digital asset that operates on blockchain technology. Tokens can represent 
various types of assets, including cryptocurrency, financial instruments, voting rights, property, 
and other forms of value. They can be issued on different blockchain platforms and may have 
various characteristics and functions depending on their purpose.



A  on the TRON NETWORK is a record of the transfer of TRX or tokens between 
users or the execution of a smart contract. Each transaction is recorded on the blockchain and 
requires confirmation by network nodes.



A  is a record containing data on multiple transactions confirmed by the network. 
Blocks are linked together, forming a chain (blockchain).




 is a resource required for sending USDT TRC-20 and executing smart contracts. Users 
can obtain energy by staking TRX or receiving it from another user.




 is a resource needed for interacting with the network and performing TRX 
transfers. Users can obtain bandwidth by staking TRX or receiving it from another user.




 is the process by which one user transfers their supply of energy  
to another user.
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Terminology:

Key Points of Energy Delegation in TRON:

 Staking TRX:
 Energy Transfer:

 Energy Usage:

 Security:

 To obtain energy, users first freeze a certain amount of TRX in their wallet.
 After receiving energy, users can delegate it to other users. Delegation 

does not require the transfer of TRX itself, only network resources
 Users who receive delegated energy can use it to execute smart contracts 

and perform USDT TRC-20 transactions without additional costs
 Energy delegation does not transfer control over frozen TRX—they remain in the 

owner’s account. This allows users to safely delegate energy without risking their assets.

Staking in the TRON NETWORK:

Super Representatives (SR):

Voting:

AML (Anti-Money Laundering):

Listing:

Non-custodial Wallet:

 Staking in the TRON NETWORK is the process of 
freezing TRX to obtain energy and bandwidth, as well as to participate in network governance, 
including voting for super representatives. It is important to note that when TRX is frozen, it 
remains in the owner’s address, which significantly sets TRON apart from other blockchains 
with a Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) consensus, where the stake is directly transferred to 
the validator.




 Super Representatives are nodes elected by TRX holders 
to validate transactions and create new blocks in the TRON network. They play a key role  
in ensuring the security and decentralization of the network.




 After staking, the user receives TronPower (TP), also known as Votes. These votes 
can be cast for any Super Representative, Super Partner, Validator, or Witness. The TR.ENERGY 
service automatically distributes clients’ votes to the most profitable validators. For this 
procedure, you receive TRX in your wallet.




 AML is a set of measures and procedures aimed at 
preventing money laundering through financial systems, including cryptocurrency platforms. 
It includes user identification and transaction monitoring.




 Listing is the process of adding a cryptocurrency to an exchange for trading.




 A non-custodial wallet is a type of cryptocurrency wallet that 
allows users to manage their private keys independently. Unlike custodial wallets, where  
a third party (such as an exchange or wallet service) manages the keys on behalf of the user,  
a non-custodial wallet provides users with full control and responsibility for the security of 
their funds.
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The average transaction confirmation time on TRON is about 3 seconds, which is significantly faster 
compared to Bitcoin and Ethereum. Each block in the TRON network can accommodate up to 2000 
transactions, allowing a large number of operations to be processed in a unit of time.

2018
14,843
Wallets

3,094,916
transactions 
per day

2019
4,361,753
Wallets

1,031,744
transactions 
per day

2020
17,164,122
Wallets

1,690,540
transactions 
per day

2021
67,712,772
Wallets

2,935,807
transactions 
per day

2022
130,717,257
Wallets

3,429,916
transactions 
per day

2023
202,447,782
Wallets

7,438,740
transactions 
per day

2024
224,172,976
Wallets

8,754,508
transactions 
per day

There is an active increase in new users and a rapid growth in the volume of daily transactions. 
Theoretically, if all users utilized energy delegation in TR.ENERGY, with a daily transaction volume 
reaching 8,754,508 their total savings per day would amount to 86,844,719 TRX (approximately 
12,038,810 USD).

Current State of the  
TRON NETWORK Ecosystem
ANALYSIS:
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Technical Aspects of 
Transactions in the TRON NETWORK

Energy

Wallet 1

USDT TRC-20

Energy: 32000/64000 ⃰
Bandwidth: 345 

Wallet 2

Bandwidth

Burning 14/  ⃰28 TRX 
to obtain energy

  ⃰- During periods of TRON blockchain congestion.

3,5- 7⃰ TRX
Energy delegation
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Energy and Bandwidth
How to obtain energy?

 Staking TRX

 The primary method to obtain energy is by staking TRX (tokens of the TRON network) for 
a certain period

 In exchange for staking, you receive resources that can be used for transactions and 
executing smart contracts without additional fees

 The minimum staking period is 3 days. After this period, you can "unfreeze" your TRX 
and retrieve them.

 Renting energy

 You can also rent energy through special platforms or services that offer this option

 Renting energy allows you to temporarily increase the available resources for paying 
fees without freezing your TRX.

How is energy calculated?

Energy_from_Freeze=
Your_Frozen_TRX
Total_Frozen_TRX x Total_Energy_Pool

Где

 Your_Frozen_TRX — the amount of TRX you have frozen

 Total_Frozen_TRX — the total amount of TRX frozen by all network participants

 Total_Energy_Pool — the total pool of energy available in the network.

How to obtain bandwidth?

Bandwidth can be obtained by staking TRX in your wallet. Bandwidth is updated automatically 
every 24 hours based on the current state of the network. If the bandwidth is not used, it 
restores automatically.

How is bandwidth calculated?

Bandwidth is calculated based on a formula that depends on the time and amount of TRX 
staked on the account.

Bandwidth Points (BW) = 
Staked TRX

Total Staked TRX x Total Bandwidth

Where

 Staked TRX — the amount of TRX you have staked in your account

 Total Staked TRX — the total amount of TRX staked by all network users

 Total Bandwidth — the total amount of bandwidth in the TRON network.
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Transaction fee savings on TRC-20 
transactions: save up to 75% by 
delegating energy to the client's 
address

Secure TRX staking: earn 18-22% annually

Wallet management service: for crypto 
exchanges, trading platforms, 
processing companies, and private 
cryptocurrency users

AML Checks: for BTC, ETH, and TRON 
(by wallet and transaction hash)

Non-custodial wallet: allows sending 
TRC-20 transactions without TRX on the 
balance, with the option to pay fees in 
USDT, and includes built-in AML checks 
for each incoming transaction

TR.ENERGY Services
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COMPREHENSIVE BUSINESS 
SOLUTIONS

Assistance with business calculations in USDT TRC-20: 
integration of merchant systems on websites, acceptance, 
and sending of client payments

AML (BTC, TRON, ETH) checks for incoming payments: 
creation of transit wallet systems to prevent clients' 
main addresses from being tainted by "dirty" 
cryptocurrencies

Convenient dashboard and API access to unlimited Wallet 
management system: activation of new addresses, bulk TRX 
distributions to client addresses, energy level 
monitoring, and automatic maintenance

Personalized approach for large companies
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TR.ENERGY 
WALLET

Secure non-custodial wallet

Save 50% on fees with every TRC-20 transfer

Send TRC-20 transactions without holding TRX 
pay fees in USDT

Built-in AML verification for every incoming transaction
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Client Security

For delegating energy with TR.ENERGY, only the 
client's public address is required

TR.ENERGY WALLET: non-custodial wallet

When staking, only permissions for managing energy 
and voting for super representatives are requested 
(all permissions can be verified on the blockchain)

These levels of protection ensure complete security of 
user funds with TR.ENERGY
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Roadmap

1 Launch of TR.ENERGY WALLET

2 Listing on tron.network/wallet

3 Conducting AMA sessions and webinars to 
explain platform functionality

4
Release and development of TEF token (TEF 
token will be used to receive discounts for 
energy delegation services and AML checks)

5 Integration of MasterCard cryptocurrency 
card into TR.ENERGY WALLET
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Target Audience of TR.ENERGY

Companies with high transaction volumes (exchanges, 
trading platforms, casinos, and other services)

Private investors and cryptocurrency users

TRX stakers

Market Strategy

1 Expansion of partnership programs and integrations 
with other platforms

2 Press releases

3 Community user support and development

4 Listing on media resources and cryptocurrency 
exchanges
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Advantages of Working  
with TR.ENERGY

Example 1: 10 USDT TRC-20 transactions per day

Without using energy delegation:
30 days * 10 transactions * 14.345 TRX = 4,303.50 TRX (486$)

Using TR.ENERGY energy delegation:
30 days * 10 transactions * 3.5 TRX = 1,050 TRX (118$)

Savings: 3,253.5 TRX (~368$) per month

Example 2: 150 USDT TRC-20 transactions per day

Without using energy delegation:
30 days * 150 transactions * 14.345 TRX = 64,552.50 TRX (7,302.96$)

Using TR.ENERGY energy delegation:
30 days * 150 transactions * 3.5 TRX = 15,750 TRX (1,781$)

Savings: 48,802 TRX (5,521.96$) per month
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Frequently Asked Questions

I bought energy from you, but Trust Wallet 
still requires TRX for transfers.

In the case of Trust Wallet, you need to have at least 30 
TRX in your wallet to transfer USDT TRC-20 (this is Trust 
Wallet's requirement). TRX will only be spent to cover 
bandwidth (0.3 TRX per transaction).

Why should I delegate energy if I can stake 
TRX myself and get energy?

True, but in that case, there are several risks:
 It's unclear how much TRX to stake for energy – one day you might 
have 3 transactions, another day 1, and on another 10. If you need 
to reduce the amount of TRX staked, you'll have to wait 14 days for 
the funds to unlock

 You have to freeze your TRX – there are risks associated with 
fluctuations in the TRX exchange rate, which can affect your 
balance. For large businesses, these costs are unacceptable.



TR.ENERGY team
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About TR.ENERGY
Company Registration

Company Establishment Date: 24-02-2021

TR.ENERGY Project Launch Date: 27-04-2023

Legal Address: Shams Business Center, Sharjah Media City Free Zone Office No. [B3], Level [1], 
Block [B - Sharjah - ОАЭ


